OVERVIEW
Edge-Sweets Company A-Series machines are offered when a simple, dynamic metering and dispensing solution is required. The ESCO A-series features ESCO field proven dynamic mixing heads, precision metering pumps and operator friendly controls for an affordable effective processor for multi-component polyurethane material systems.

COMMON APPLICATIONS
Rigid and flexible foams, cold cast elastomers and general processing needs for both continuous pour and discrete shot molded parts.

ESCO A-5 DYNAMIC MIXING
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- 10, 20 AND 60 GALLON TANKS AVAILABLE
- ESCO SERIES M-100, M-200 OR M-500 DYNAMIC MIXING HEAD [DEPENDING ON OUTPUT]
- TANK AGITATION AND AUTOMATIC REFILL
- AUTOMATIC SOLVENT FLUSH SYSTEM
- OPERATOR TOUCH SCREEN LCD INTERFACE

CUSTOMIZATION

- PLEASE CONTACT A SALES ENGINEER TO REVIEW YOUR PROCESS PARAMETERS AND REQUIREMENTS

POWER REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS

- POWER SUPPLY: 480VAC, 3-PHASE, 60HZ
- AIR SUPPLY: 80-100 PSI